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KNOWLEDGE BASE

Release notes IDEA StatiCa 22.1

The list of coming features and improvements is long enough to make the 22.1 not only an
upgrade but a full new version of IDEA Sta�Ca, be�er than any other before.

News for Steel
What happened to all that user feedback about Fire design and Tying forces? We listened, we implemented. There are
two brand new analysis types in the IDEA Sta�Ca Connec�on applica�on.

The first one looks into situa�ons where the structural engineer has to prevent the possibility of progressive collapse
of the structure (caused by gas blasts, vehicle collisions, or similar incidents). The structure has to be able to resist the
tension forces from membrane floor ac�ons. For these design states, we have developed the Horizontal tying analysis.

Another extraordinary but even more o�en analyzed design situa�on is the fire. The main bearing structures of all new
buildings have to provide at least some fire resistance. For steel structures especially, this is o�en the crucial resistance
because the performance of steel decreases drama�cally with higher temperatures. 

From version 22.1, the designers can analyze steel connec�ons and also the whole members connected together for
stated temperatures, thanks to Fire design analysis present both in the IDEA Sta�Ca Connec�on and Member
applica�ons. 

Besides these, we have prepared many other enhancements, which will help in the everyday prac�ce of our users. 

Improvements for steel connection design and member analysis:
Horizontal tying resistance
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Minor improvements 

News for Concrete and Prestressing
Do you design reinforced concrete high-rise or industrial buildings and need to solve their fire resistance? A new
func�onality, advanced thermal analysis, helps you with the fire resistance check of beams and columns subjected to
the fire effects. Due to IDEA Sta�Ca 22.1, you can ensure an op�mized and cost-effec�ve structural design that
provides the required fire safety.

Is it your daily job to design and assess precast prestressed beams or walls with openings, dapped end beams, or even
beams with haunches? Do you struggle with how to calculate the crack width or deflec�on of the structure? Now, in
IDEA Sta�Ca Detail, you can perform along with ULS also SLS assessments of prestressed concrete discon�nuity
regions. Code-checks as the stress limita�on, crack width, and deflec�on will no longer be pain or just an es�mate but
will be verified using Compa�ble Stress Field Method (CSFM).

The improvements in Concrete and Prestressing include:

News for BIM links
In version IDEA Sta�Ca 22.1, we focused on polishing the way how the informa�on is coming to us from 3rd party
applica�ons. Un�l now, every link was special in some way, and seamless workflow and maintenance was a tricky task.
Therefore our developers brought a new solu�on for transla�ng different structural languages into the IDEA Sta�Ca

Fire design of steel connec�ons 

Plate and weld clash check

Connec�on Browser: Proper�es, parameters, and filtering

Contact can be set alongside weld 

Opera�on Cut of plate redesigned

Timber connec�ons: show angle to grains (since 22.0.1 patch)

Dialog redesign  (since 22.0.3 patch)

EN - unify some of the subscripts in the report (since the 22.0.1 patch)

Remove NVOL from contact, weld, and bolt grid opera�ons (since the 22.0.2 patch)

Set the length of the condensed element in IOM (since the 22.0.3 patch)

AISC weld symbols – leg size Ls changed to w, throat thickness Th changed to tw (in line with AISC 360) 

Imperial units - add rota�onal s�ffness units 

Gusset plate - notched member 

Member cut - Bounding box refactoring to allow cu�ng of a plate with more than 4 edges 

Thermal analysis of concrete structures

SLS checks of prestressed concrete discon�nuity regions

Detail: Mesh refinement around openings and above supports

Nonlinear analysis of tapered members

GMNIA solver extended to shear and torsion effects
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IOM language and developed a new BimApi interface.

This new approach provides a more straigh�orward integra�on of IDEA Sta�Ca plugins. Integra�ons not only for
ac�vely supported 3rd party apps but BimApi mainly eases the job for other developers and companies willing to
connect and use the advantages of analyses in IDEA Sta�Ca applica�ons.

Besides this major improvement, a whole package of useful enhancements for prac�cal use of the Checkbot app is
brought in version IDEA Sta�Ca 22.1:

If you want to check the compa�bility with your par�cular applica�on, just take a look at our list of ac�vely supported
versions.

Licensing & All applications
Other examples of careful listening to our customers are introduced in our online features, which use data analysis and
online communica�on. 

Solved incidents
See the current list of solved incidents reported by our customers.

News for Steel
Horizontal tying resistance

Several op�ons are possible but the most used is the prescrip�ve approach: horizontal tying resistance. Connec�ons
must be designed to transform the tensile forces that are generated by second-order effects when a column is
removed and the floor acts as a membrane.

Checkbot improvements in 3D Scene

New BimApi workflow

License usage analy�cs in the User Portal 

All applica�ons: Search box

https://www.ideastatica.com/404
https://www.ideastatica.com/support-center/solved-incidents-in-idea-statica-patches
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/153dae0d-2436-4c41-98c6-ec70e932daa7/Example_TyingForces.png
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This analysis type is valid only for EN.  Only one member is analyzed, all others are restrained (similar to the s�ffness
analysis type).

The Model type of the analyzed member is automa�cally changed to N-Vy-Vz.  Only one load component – N – can be
set; all others are set to zero.

Available in the Enhanced edi�on of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel.

Fire design of steel connections 

Fire design is necessary for nearly every structure. Most o�en, designers use simple or tabulated methods and apply
fire protec�on. However, performance fire design may save a lot of resources, �me and protect the environment (fire
protec�on is quite demanding).

Currently, you must calculate the temperature of the steel elements elsewhere and then set the temperatures for the
steel plates. The temperature of welds and bolts is assumed as the highest of the connected parts.

Material degrada�on is selected in Shared se�ngs according to design codes and load-deforma�on curves of all
elements are modified based on the set temperature.

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/ccbbf6a0-539a-4c66-a2b8-a74b3dbc73c5/TyingForces.png
https://www.ideastatica.com/support-center/stiffness-analysis-and-deformation-capacity
https://www.ideastatica.com/steel
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/00188bb2-bbcc-4890-b272-7c1e7cce2840/fd.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/4797d10c-f0d3-4af8-84d7-e25e7f3499da/tep.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/3e351dfd-61b2-4cc6-9b7e-5fca3529e9d3/tep1.png
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Available in the Enhanced edi�on of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel

Plate and weld clash check

Plates, parts of the model can be posi�oned in a way that collides with the other plates and members. 

The check is set to ac�ve by default in Code setup. If this is not desired, the user can be able to deac�vate the check.

The presented warning will not affect the analysis or check. It's a user's decision, how to react or neglect the warning.

Visual loca�on of the clash

A weld clash check can be visualized to help users locate the issue in the model. The clash area will be visualized as a
red-colored area in the Transparent model view (similar to contact between two plates).

Tolerance

The clash is detected with a tolerance value, which is set to 2mm. Currently, the user cannot change the default value.

Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel

Connection Browser: Properties, parameters, and filtering

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/0acfdf2b-3e47-4148-a0ff-3df6de861383/fire%20diagram.png
https://www.ideastatica.com/steel
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/d631a548-e7ca-4f84-a3c1-5c0207280cc0/clash3.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/71869161-903f-45b3-b6ec-8260812b395e/clash2.png
https://www.ideastatica.com/steel
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We are con�nuously improving the Connec�on Browser tool and fulfilling our promise to build an AI automated design
based on machine learning technology. Proper�es of the connec�on template are enhanced with more Parameters
added.

Parameters available within the particular features

Propose:

Publish:

Manage:

Filtering

For be�er orienta�on, filtering, and selec�on of the most relevant designs, we brought a whole bunch of different
Connec�on Design Items (CDI) into the Propose dialogue. 

Connec�on Design Set (set of joints - IDEA, Private, Company)

Loading type (Moment, Shear, Truss, one, none, or more can be selected)

Design code

Loading type 

Connec�on Design Set  

Connec�on Design Set 

Loading type (editable in Edit mode)

Connectors

Created

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/70fd8f22-4ae4-4547-8f8f-1349899fbce5/CB1.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/d8e5c602-9521-43d2-b37c-45808b23882e/cb4.jpg
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/5a97f8b2-2cc5-46f5-bbbd-6a5eb7352e3c/cb2.jpg
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Types of possible CDIs for filtering:

Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel.

Contact can be set alongside weld

Since the version 22.1 the weld and contact opera�ons can be combined.

A weld is very s�ff and it has to be loaded to yield a bit and allow the contact to take effect. That means there is
significant stress even for welds in compression with contact. However, that does not decrease the resistance of such a
weld in shear.

A fillet weld with contact has a new symbol: a triangle with an arrow (check and report). A symbol explana�on was also
added to the report.

Connectors

Bolt

Weld

Features

Anchor

Cleat

Modifica�on

Loading Type

Moment

Shear

Truss

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/5a97f8b2-2cc5-46f5-bbbd-6a5eb7352e3c/cb2.jpg
https://www.ideastatica.com/steel
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/5bcff88b-b140-4015-8fa2-039290d409fc/weld2.png
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Users should be aware that welds are usually checked in compression. If a compressive load transmission is allowed by
contact, the surfaces must be precisely cut and there must be no gap.

When the member is cut precisely, it is possible to assume the transfer of compressive forces by contact and welds
transfer only tensile and shear forces. This is commonly used especially for column bases, mostly in regions of Western
Europe.

Remember – it is the user's responsibility to ensure no gap and the precise cut of the member. 

Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel

Operation Cut of plate redesigned
Cut opera�on is one of the most used modeling techniques in IDEA Sta�Ca Connec�on. It can also deal with the
intersec�on of plates.

The opera�on Cut can also handle the intersec�on of plates with openings correctly.

Cut by Work plane is also possible. 

For Cut by "Plate" or "Work plane" + is for the direc�on of the plate, - is for the other way around. 
For Cut by "Member" + means that a larger or equal part of the cut plate (modified item) will remain, - the smaller part
will remain. 

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/4dd4d3e4-77f0-4c14-9801-e9183f26cca6/WaC.png
https://www.ideastatica.com/steel
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/38a48461-ae1b-4f89-8294-18c62802a81e/pcut2.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/06250f4b-acd0-44da-ac16-ae7e6030ac8d/pcut3.png
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Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel.

Timber connections: show angle to grains (since 22.0.1 patch)
Since the patch 22.0.1 it has been possible to see the resultant grain angle for the bolt check.

Angle to the grain (in par�cular parallel and perpendicular) is used in �mber checks of nails, screws, and bolts. Timber is
orthotopic, and the angle to the grain is extremely important. This helps users with their subsequent checks of �mber
connec�ons.

Dialog redesign  (since 22.0.3 patch)
We are constantly improving the interface of IDEA Sta�Ca tools and making them more user-friendly. In version IDEA
Sta�Ca 22.1 we have redesigned the dialogues with the model se�ngs.

Besides the visual changes and unified look, we brought a standardized behavior of the windows, such as close by Esc
and confirm by the Enter bu�on. 

Some other dialogs also get more advanced features.

Download & try all new features of IDEA StatiCa 22.1

https://www.ideastatica.com/steel
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/bcb389d3-f3bc-44ad-a7b5-da46852c5f0a/TimberAngles.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/5500b90e-fcf6-4d58-9ac6-76776a267fa5/dialog2.png
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DOWNLOAD IDEA STATICA 22.1

News for Concrete and Prestressing
Thermal analysis of concrete structures

A fire resistance check of buildings is a necessity nowadays. But what to do when the tabular data or other simplifying
methods are not enough? Looking for a response of a structural member subjected to thermal loads? Take advantage
of the advanced thermal analysis in IDEA Sta�Ca Member.

What methods are used when assessing the structural fire performance for beams and columns? You can choose
among several design procedures according to EN 1992-1-2:

This �me we skipped the other simplified methods and we were determined to develop the most advanced calcula�on
method you can use. And that is the thermal analysis (TA). Even though you find the most advanced analysis in IDEA
Sta�Ca apps the workflows are kept as easy as possible. So, designing and checking of concrete structures for fire
resistance is very easy again.

Fire performance of reinforced concrete beams and columns in a few steps

This �me we skipped the other simplified methods and we were determined to develop the most advanced calcula�on
method you can use. And that is the thermal analysis (TA). Even though you find the most advanced analysis in IDEA
Sta�Ca apps the workflows are kept as easy as possible. So, designing and checking of concrete structures for fire
resistance is very easy again.

Fire performance of reinforced concrete beams and columns in a few steps

Tabulated data - available in applica�on IDEA Sta�Ca RCS since version 10.1

Simplified calcula�on methods - 500°C isotherm method, Zone method

Advanced calcula�on methods

https://www.ideastatica.com/product-downloads
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/e0f972a7-ab14-4625-828c-81611d046bc6/Fire%20performance%20of%20concrete%20structures%20via%20advanced%20thermal%20analysis%20in%20IDEA%20StatiCa%20Member.png
https://www.ideastatica.com/support-center/release-notes-idea-statica-concrete-prestressing-10-1
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Geometry

Analyzed member(s) can be beams, columns, or frames of any shape of cross-sec�ons.

Fire inputs and loads

If you want to run a thermal analysis you need to set the fire exposure data first. Fire resistance class, concrete
moisture, member temperature, and what parts, and edges of the analyzed member are exposed to the fire.

Thermal analysis

Thermal analysis is based on performing a non-sta�onary heat transfer over a cross-sec�on (temperature varies in
�me). Regarding the material proper�es of concrete and reinforcement and temperature range, this method is non-
linear. The ini�al condi�on is the temperature of the environment in �me according to Eurocode 1991-1-2. 

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/be334afc-c81f-44d7-895d-4fb2f7367693/Fire%20resistance%20check%20in%20few%20steps.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/d6e24c48-8f30-47f5-8118-0f7e664496a1/Any%20shape%20of%20cross-section.PNG
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/5b801e1e-530f-4345-87bf-30a0706db7ce/Fire%20exposure.png
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Similarly, like Geometrically and materially non-linear analysis (GMNA), implemented in IDEA Sta�Ca Member, the
analyzed member is divided into sec�ons that are meshed to finite elements within the heat transfer is calculated.

The output of the thermal analysis is a temperature field within the cross-sec�on at the �me indicated by the fire
resistance class (R 60, e.g.). Such a distribu�on of the temperature within the cross-sec�on is used to determine the
material proper�es of concrete and reinforcement and thermal strain. The material degrada�on respects tables stated
in the Eurocode EN 1992-1-2 or can be defined by the user and saved in the templates.

You can look at the distribu�on of the temperature in overall or detailed views. 

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/f9ec9868-2d2e-4aed-b6a9-7cbd7ca49ef4/Settings%20for%20thermal%20analysis.PNG
https://www.ideastatica.com/blog/trouble-free-design-of-concrete-slender-columns
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/37245c83-a1ae-4f65-bac8-e6c652b55fa2/heat%20transfer%20over%20the%20cross-section.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/3b123dce-3ada-4b7e-b5a2-5782feafd5e6/material%20degradation.png
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Geometrically and materially non-linear analysis

A�er performing the thermal analysis (TA), geometrically and materially non-linear analysis (GMNA) is automa�cally
started using the outputs of thermal analysis as the ini�al state of the analyzed member. The results of the GMNA are
stresses and strains which are compared to the limit (degraded) values. 

Stress values in concrete in compression (concrete in tension is excluded).

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/f3cc50b5-8295-4a19-8263-b948205bca10/Outputs%20of%20thermal%20analysis.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/08605eff-9885-4e28-8b6d-01e33e4595ea/heat%20transfer%20in%20the%20cross-section.png
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Stress values in reinforcement

Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Concrete and Prestressing.

SLS checks of prestressed concrete discontinuity regions

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/e0300642-c7e3-4708-b211-a5f7f605f61e/stress-concrete-%20TA%2BGMNIA.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/3fecde23-45eb-4336-8609-73fdce6df1f9/stress%20-%20reinforcement%20-%20TA%2BGMNIA.png
https://www.ideastatica.com/concrete
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/510c6a1f-6370-4252-b85f-face1f7fa5a9/SLS%20checks_main.png
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Is it your daily job to design and assess prestressed beams, walls with openings, dapped end beams, or even beams
with haunches, but you struggle with the crack width or deflec�on? In IDEA Sta�Ca Detail, you can perform SLS
checks of prestressed concrete discon�nuity regions. 

Since version 22.1, you can get complete results on a prestressed concrete element not only for ul�mate limit state
check but also for all serviceable limit state checks, such as stress limita�on, crack width, and, last but not least,
deflec�on code-check.

The only thing you need to do is to set characteris�c and quasi-permanent combina�ons for the serviceable limit state
checks. The applica�on will do the rest automa�cally, and you will receive corresponding results. Just like you are used
to doing it in modeling the reinforced concrete element.

Stress limitation check
The stress limita�on check is done automa�cally for concrete, reinforcement, and prestressing tendons. The tendon
check is done according to Eurocode (EN) for the characteris�c combina�on.

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/6930d7c1-d9e5-485b-a366-c1d0e846b6df/SLS%20checks.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/0f342582-9543-40fe-b66e-97e39c86daec/SLS%20combinations.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/c838818e-2afe-4af6-8377-8148eab797b1/Stress%20limitation%20check.png
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When modeling post-tensioned tendons, it is possible to turn on the possibility of having a par�ally loaded area at the
anchoring zone. In that case, according to Eurocode, you can neglect the concrete check in the above support area
from the stress limita�on check.

Crack width check
Since version 22.1, the calcula�on of the crack width for prestressed elements has been extended with the
decompression check. The main assump�on is that every modeled tendon is in the compressed area of the concrete.
When concrete embedding the tendon is in tension, the tendon is presented with a red (orange) color in a 2D scene.
Also, the nonconformity warning with extreme strain value is shown in the summary results table.

For all of the SLS checks men�oned above, the input of two different creep coefficients has been implemented. The
creep coefficient is defined by the user in the Materials and cons�tu�ve model table in concrete grade proper�es. It is
possible to define the creep coefficient for prestressing and self-weight and for superimposed dead load separately.
The input is then used for evalua�ng the long-term effects.

https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/74056226-2342-4169-ade9-8a2bb75d1c05/Neglecting%20PLA.png
https://assets-us-01.kc-usercontent.com/1ca05609-4ad1-009e-bc40-2e1230b16a75/a74b75e4-5a7a-4aca-9a50-871c9210eb77/Decompression%20check.png
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Available in the Enhanced edi�on of IDEA Sta�Ca Prestressing.

Detail: Mesh refinement around openings and above supports

Making the structural engineers' work as easy and �me-saving as possible is essen�al. To code-check structures
quickly and safely is one of their main goals. When working on the new version, we focused on the mesh to make the
calcula�on faster and results more accurate than ever before.

Improved mesh quality around openings

Defining the mesh is very important and accounts for approximately 10 % of the overall analysis. The so�ware creates
it automa�cally. The new mesh implementa�on leads to reducing the triangular finite elements around circular
openings, so you get higher mesh quality and refined finite elements in the surrounding area. And because some�mes
it is necessary to create a model of a large structure with small openings, the new mesh is automa�cally refined around
the openings while making the finite elements bigger on the rest of the model. So the analysis is faster and more stable
than in the previous versions.
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Improved mesh quality above supports

Another part of the discon�nuity region affected by the advanced mesh refinement is the area above the support. In
version 22.1, a new condi�on of a minimum of four finite elements above support leads to be�er stress-state
defini�on hence even more accurate results with limita�on of inaccuracies in the strength check and reac�on
calcula�on.

Available in Enhanced edi�on of IDEA Sta�Ca Concrete and Prestressing.

Nonlinear analysis of tapered members

Your wait is over. If you are a structural engineer who deals with concrete structures where tapered beams, columns,
or whole frames are a necessity, then we have a solu�on just for you. Let us introduce you to brand new func�onality
in the IDEA Sta�Ca Member applica�on.

Assessment of tapered structures can become a piece of cake. How? Very easily - with the help of the IDEA Sta�Ca
Member applica�on. 

A new property of analyzed members was implemented. You can decide whether you are modeling prisma�c or
tapered members.
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The geometry of haunches can be set using the rela�ve coordinates. And you can have as many haunches as you need.
Just click on the plus bu�on and add a new one. Then specify the cross-sec�on of the haunch and assign it to the
correct edge. On top of that, the haunch can be aligned to the member's top edge, bo�om edge, or center.

Reinforcement can be specified in two ways. The first one is with the help of rebar assembly using the editor that you
may know from our other concrete applica�ons. You must define the reinforcement for each part of the member -
tapered and prisma�c.

The second is via op�on "General rebar." In that case, you can model, e.g., con�nuous rebar along the length of the
concrete member using coordinates.
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When you are done modeling, nothing stops you from running the analysis. It is up to you whether you run the linear
analysis (LA) first or jump straight to geometrically and materially nonlinear analysis (GMNA).

Be aware that GMNA doesn't include the shear check. For such an assessment, the linear analysis must be run. The
thermal analysis is not supported for tapered members.

Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Concrete and Prestressing.

GMNIA solver extended to shear and torsion effects

A new code-based method for calcula�ng stresses due to shear and torsion effects has been implemented into the
IDEA Sta�Ca Member app. You don't need to separate each member of the frame anymore. Just model or import the
whole structure and deal with the assessment in the Member applica�on.

Shear and torsion code-based check

We want to enable our customers to work quickly and efficiently. So that engineers do not have to divide the structure
in a complicated way and have all the checks in one place, we have implemented a simplified method for calcula�ng
the stresses in longitudinal reinforcement due to shear and torsion in IDEA Sta�Ca Member.

The method is based on the principle of nonlinear increments. During the analysis, the solver is automa�cally adding
the percentual increments of the load effects to the longitudinal reinforcement. 

Addi�onal force in the longitudinal reinforcement due to shear is determined according to the following formula:

For evalua�ng strain increment due to shear, the formula below was used:
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And for the determina�on of the strain increment due to torsion, this formula:

Be aware that GMNA doesn't include the shear check. For such an assessment, the linear analysis must be run.

Tension stiffening effect

Tension s�ffening effect - method for the calcula�on of the reinforcement ra�o, which you may know from the IDEA
Sta�Ca Detail applica�on, has been also implemented in the IDEA Sta�Ca Member applica�on. The method uses a
stress-strain diagram for reinforcement with the tension s�ffening effect for GMNA analysis.

The main assump�ons of the tension s�ffening effect are:

Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Concrete and Prestressing.

Download & try all new features of IDEA StatiCa 22.1

DOWNLOAD IDEA STATICA 22.1

News for BIM links
Checkbot improvements in 3D Scene

It does not affect strength.

Increase the s�ffness = reduce the deflec�ons.

Reduc�on of the duc�lity of the structure.
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The Checkbot app is one of the crucial tools for seamless workflows with 3rd party applica�ons. It's 3D graphic scene
is the best place for quick check whether all the structural members came correctly. Let's take a look on improvements
in version 22.1.

For more intui�ve work, version 22.1 brings new possibili�es of how to select the structural components. The virtual
cubes represen�ng the par�cular connec�ons are now ac�ve in 3D scene and mul�selec�on is enabled for both,
component list as well for the 3D scene.

Enhancements in 22.1:

Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel.

New BimApi workflow

The BIM links are one of the most powerful abili�es of the IDEA Sta�Ca environment. In every new version, we are
closer to seamless and errorless communica�on with the 3rd party applica�ons. In version IDEA Sta�Ca 22.1, the step
is bigger than it could look at first glance.

Our developers changed the way how we bring informa�on from other structural analysis so�ware to our Checkbot
app. Un�l version IDEA Sta�Ca 22.1, it was quite a different story for every vendor's app we tried to communicate
with. It meant, that anybody willing to build and use the IDEA BIM link had to understand the whole process and there
was a big space for bugs and errors.

Mul�select of connec�on cubes in the scene

Right-click the context menu for connec�ons in the 3D scene

Esc to cancel selec�on
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From version IDEA Sta�Ca 22.1 we use a tool called BimApi. That's the only part of the BIM communica�on process
that the vendor's developers have to understand and adjust their part of the code to. 

Enhancements for better BIM interconnections:

Messaging for links converted to BimApi

Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel.

Download & try all new features of IDEA StatiCa 22.1

DOWNLOAD IDEA STATICA 22.1

Licensing & All applications
License usage analytics in the User Portal

Every customer can inves�gate, how his or her IDEA Sta�Ca licenses are used. In the User portal, the brand new
category Analy�cs was added. Overviews displayed here will help to recognize how o�en the IDEA products are used
within the office.

Faster integra�on (single click)

Be�er cross-sec�on recogni�on

Progress bar for imports

Import or sync progress shown for three stages (wai�ng for 3rd party app, reading IOM, genera�ng connec�ons)

Op�on to cancel the import

SAF, SCIA, RFEM5, RSTAB8, STAAD.Pro, Tekla Structures

https://www.ideastatica.com/steel
https://www.ideastatica.com/product-downloads
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Analytics overviews:
Number of License sessions

License session is counted always when any license seat is occupied by running whatever IDEA Sta�Ca app. 

The number of License sessions depends on how many Products the user has ac�vated in the License se�ng:

(In this example, 4 license sessions would be counted by star�ng any IDEA Sta�Ca app by this par�cular user)

The user always has an op�on to Keep the products reserved for a longer �me period which can be set in the range of
1-500 hours a�er closing the app. It can be useful e.g. for planned work without an internet connec�on. 

With the op�on 'Keep products reserved' turned on, the license session will end by running out of the 'Check interval'
�me period (set in the User portal license se�ng). 
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Otherwise, with the op�on 'Keep products reserved' turned off, the license session will end by closing the last ac�ve
IDEA Sta�Ca app.

The check interval is set to 72 hours by default and can be edited by the license admin in the User Portal.

Number of License clashes

Clash is counted always when a user a�empts to use a product while all the purchased license seats are occupied by
other users.

The user can review the number of clashes in the history to be able to decide whether purchasing another license seat
could help the users to be produc�ve without wai�ng for others to release the seat.

Available in the IDEA Sta�Ca User Portal.

All applications: Search box

A new step in speeding up our support to the users. Our Search box embedded directly into the applica�on's top bar
will help with immediate technical help during the work.

How it works:
Simply input the desired keyword or sentence into the search box.
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Available in both Expert and Enhanced edi�ons of IDEA Sta�Ca Steel and IDEA Sta�Ca Concrete.

Solved incidents
See the current list of solved incidents reported by our customers.

Download & try all new features of IDEA StatiCa 22.1

DOWNLOAD IDEA STATICA 22.1

Press enter.

You will be automa�cally redirected to the IDEA Sta�Ca web page with the relevant results from the Support
Center content.

The language muta�on of the web page will be selected according to the language set for the applica�on

In case the language muta�on doesn't exist on the web, the results in the default English language will be displayed.

This feature works only if the user is connected to the internet.

https://www.ideastatica.com/steel
https://www.ideastatica.com/concrete
https://www.ideastatica.com/support-center/solved-incidents-in-idea-statica-patches
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